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GOING DEEPER ORANGE

When you take the red representing the love of home and mix it with the yellow light of the 
church you get Orange. We’ve been excited to have a partnership with Think Orange since 2019. 
Orange provides us with an interactive, engaging, Bible-based curriculum that we can use to grow 
disciples for Jesus of any age, as well as a strategy for helping to equip the home as a primary 
place where faith is nurtured and developed. Discover more about the age phases of Orange on 
our @theReady Framework.

Did you know that we also have the opportunity to have an even deeper Orange experience with 
our disciples? The Canada Bermuda Youth Team provides “Deeper Orange” input each month to the 252 
Kids, XP3 Middle School and High School students. Here’s what you need to know about Deeper Orange:

What Makes Deeper Orange? 
• Deeper Orange happens when we add Salvation Army elements. When we combine the yellow fire of the Holy 

Spirit and the red blood of Jesus as illustrated on our flag, you get orange. When we add this unique blend to the 
Orange curriculum you get Deeper Orange.

• Deeper Orange provides a focus on Salvation Army history, doctrine, mission, values and practice to the Orange 
curriculum. It is our opportunity to let our disciples know that The Salvation Army is a denomination with certain 
distinctions, and invites them to understand and embrace them.

• Members of the CAN BDA Youth Team view each Orange curriculum video and read through the curriculum lesson 
components. Then they think about and develop ways to connect Salvation Army elements that will help leaders 
and students dig deeper. 

• Deeper Orange is provided with each month’s curriculum and series where there is an opportunity to make a 
Salvation Army connection.

• Deeper Orange is emailed out each month to the primary subscriber/administrator for each local Orange account 
across the territory. Let your local contact know that you would like to receive a copy of the Deeper Orange email.

Additional Salvation Army Orange Elements
Think Orange has a consultant who knows The Salvation Army and everything Orange. Jackie Raihl can be contacted with any 
of your Orange questions, needs and concerns. You can reach her at jackie@thinkorange.com.

“Thinking Orange in The Salvation Army” Facebook Page is available for all Salvation Army Canada and Bermuda Orange users 
to join. It provides a way to connect with Jackie, to see how others are using Orange, and to interact with other Sunday School 
teachers, youth leaders and ministries that are using Orange in their local Army settings around the world. 

Not using Orange yet? Want to get on board with Orange? Sign up here: Start Onboarding with Orange

Want to talk to a CAN BDA Youth Team Member about Orange? Email Sheryl Slous today.
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